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This chapter analyses the nexus of celebrity, political activism and philanthropy associated with the advocacy of Arundhati Roy (b. 1961), in the Indian political and literary scene. Roy (1997), the writer of the Booker Prize winning novel, The God of Small Things, is a global literary celebrity and an icon of social activism through her vocal opposition to the state in local, regional and global politics, and her practice of donating substantial prize monies to humanitarian and environmental causes. In particular, after the 11 September 2001 attack in America, she has been eloquent against U.S. foreign policy directions in the Middle East and elsewhere, having spoken against interventions in Iraq and Afghanistan and against Western neo-liberal policies in general (Roy 2002, 2003, 2004a, 2004b). Progressive groups, movements and academics, especially in Europe and North America, hold her in admiration, as demonstrated by the numerous awards and prizes that she has received.1 She is a columnist for The Guardian newspaper, has been interviewed by American liberal luminaries such as Howard Zinn and David Barasamian, and addressed the World Social Forum in Brazil in 2003 (‘Arundhati Roy with Howard Zinn 2002; Barasamian 2001; Roy, 2004b). Though her reputation among left wing activist circles in Europe and North America appears to be assured, her contentious political and social opinions have led to much criticism from all sectors of Indian society, including the communist and socialist left (Guha 2000). In fact, some respected critics have suggested that she stick to writing novels, because her ‘vanity and self-indulgence’ devalues the work of more serious activists (Guha 2000).

The paradoxical deployment of figures like Roy by state and non-state actors to produce contradictory and ambivalent narratives of history, economy and society for national as well as global consumption is an interesting development in the area of philanthropy in general and Indian philanthropy in particular. As far as philanthropy is concerned, the crucial nature of her contribution lies in her reputation and advocacy; particularly in her opposition to dams, nuclear power, and the victimization of minorities, and in her support for anti-state insurgencies, such as those in Kashmir and in Chattisgarh, which put her directly at odds with national modernist discourses of the developmentalist homogeneous state in India. Traditionally, celebrity in India has been harnessed to the national narrative; for example, the actors in early Bombay films from Mother India (dir. Khan 1957) to Roti, Kapda aur Makan (dir. Kumar 1974) became icons through the recounting of post-independence idealism and progress. When Roy leveraged her celebrity against her own nation-state, she changed the lexicon of philanthropic activism in India.





Philanthropy usually involves the exercise of social conscience in a private capacity. The philanthropist donates part of his/her private resources – time or money – out of altruistic interest to advance social and human welfare and not for direct commercial gain, though in many cases there may be adjunct advantages such as tax benefits (Newland et al. 2010: 3). Such donations may have personal connections. For example, they may be directed to the donor’s ethnic or religious community. However, help to personal family members would not fall within this definition.

In India, philanthropy has, by and large, replaced the word ‘charity’, which has come to be loaded with connotations of patronage and conservatism, as well as the practice of Christian proselytization in a colonial missionary context (Newland et al. 2010: 4). The words charity and philanthropy have similar roots; both derive from the Latin, charity from caritas or loving care, while philanthropy is literally the ‘love of man’. A major difference in the modern context is that charity is often seen to focus on the relief of immediate suffering, rather than addressing structural problems or the causes of suffering. In contrast, philanthropy may involve the genuine desire by the wealthy to ameliorate social and political injustice. However, given the unequal power nexus between the giver and the receiver, the motives of the philanthropist may also be mixed. As Reinhold Niebuhr writes:
We have previously suggested that philanthropy combines genuine pity with the display of power and that the latter element explains why the powerful are more inclined to be generous than to grant social justice. (Niebuhr 1932: 127)
Martin Luther King Junior also focused on the question of social justice in the context of philanthropy when he wrote in Strength to Love: ‘Philanthropy is commendable, but it must not cause the philanthropist to overlook the circumstances of economic injustice which make philanthropy necessary’ (quoted in Martin 1994: 7). Some of the critiques of Arundhati Roy (as detailed below) have also accused her of having impure motives, seeking personal fame in the guise of championing the oppressed.

Philanthropy in India has become increasingly engaged with social investment and policy reforms. As in Europe and North America, it is also often structured like a business which deals in social investment, thereby indicating its transformative potential (Johnson 2001: 4). The philanthropy sector in India now includes an increasingly diverse array of actors – corporations, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), faith-based groups, entertainment celebrities, and so on. For example, leading Bombay film actor Shah Rukh Khan has lent his celebrity to anti-poaching initiatives organized by the U.S.-based international wildlife conservation NGO WildAid, in cooperation with India’s state authorities and broadcast media (‘Shah Rukh champions the cause of India’s unsung heroes’ 2007). Another Bollywood star, Aamir Khan, is the presenter of a national television series dealing with major problems in India such as female foeticide, domestic violence, alcoholism, and so on (‘Aamir Khan the crusader’ 2012).

In any article on celebrity philanthropy, it should be emphasized that giving is by no means limited to the wealthy. Small donations to churches, temples and mosques have historically funded substantial relief for the poor and homeless (Reale 2010). Recent research suggests in fact that the members of the middle income and relatively poor classes are more likely to make charitable donations than the very rich (Piff et al. 2010). This is particularly the case in India with its strongly polyvalent religious culture made up of multiple faiths, in each of which elements of unselfishness or altruism are posited as essential not only for karmic or spiritual gain (punya) but also for the psychic and societal benefits. In Hinduism (the majority religion), giving can be constituted as dana (giving to one or more individuals) or utsarga (donating for the public good) and both these actions contribute the punya required to gain salvation (Agarwal 2010: Chapter 2, passim). In Buddhism too, acts of charity accumulate merit (Agarwal 2010). Other major Indian religions such as Islam mandate zakat (the giving of a fixed portion of one’s wealth) as one of the five pillars of the faith, very similar to the system of tithing in Christianity (Agarwal 2010: Chapters 3 and 4, passim).

In these forms of religious expectations, celebrity has been inconsequential since the purpose of such acts was mainly for spiritual and transcendental gains, rather than publicity, either for the donor or giver. For example, on 27 July 2009, a single anonymous donation of INR 380,000 (USD 7,000) in gold ingots was found at a temple in Indore (Agarwal 2010: 21). Other individual donations to temples are much more insignificant but their cumulative value is immense. The Tirupathi Temple in Andhra Pradesh is estimated to receive INR 9,000 million annually, most of it anonymously (Agarwal 2010: 21).

The entry of celebrity into the sphere of philanthropy makes the act much more mundane; the gain to the celebrity includes the worldly ones of reputation and recognition for good deeds as well as the spiritual merit (see McCracken 1991 on celebrity endorsements). The process of social influence results when the attitudes or causes advocated by the celebrity activist influence significantly the target audience (Kamins 1990). The celebrity is able to maintain such influence because of his/her credibility or attractiveness; however s/he also possesses symbolic properties which are projected on to the cause that is being endorsed. The target audience of the celebrity activist assumes some of this symbolic capital through the act of solidarity. The message communicated by the celebrity to his/her audience depends for its effectiveness, that is, its credibility and persuasiveness, on her/his ‘expertness’ and ‘trustworthiness’ (Dholakia 1977; Sternthal 1978), or the celebrity’s perceived ability and willingness to make valid assertions on behalf of a product or cause.

If expertise and trustworthiness are essential to ensure the credibility of a celebrity (Ohanian 1991), then, Arundhati Roy achieved both in the initial part of her public career in both the local Indian context and internationally. She changed the lexicon of celebrity philanthropy in India because she was not a Bollywood star but an author who achieved fame in the global literary scene in 1997 with her first novel The God of Small Things, for which she received half-a-million British pounds in advances (‘Arundhati Roy’ n.d.). Rights to the book were sold in 21 countries. The novel was a runaway success, becoming a best-seller and going on to win the prestigious Booker Prize for fiction in 1997 (‘Arundhati Roy’ n.d.). Concurrently, she became involved in a number of protest movements: anti-dam and anti-nuclear activism (Roy 1998), and Kashmiri independence (Roy 2011), and she wrote in support of the Maoist insurgency in Chattisgarh (Roy 2010a), as well as against the death penalties meted out to the perpetrators of various terrorist attacks in India (Roy 2013). Along with her writings and lectures in support of these causes, Roy consistently donated money received as prizes, awards, or lecture fees, to activist movements. For example, the Booker prize money and the royalties from her novel went to the Narmada Bachao Andolan, a protest movement against the Sardar Sarovar dam being constructed on the River Narmada (‘A novel gesture’ 1999); and, the Sydney Peace Prize of AUD 50,000, which she received in May 2004, was donated to three Aboriginal organizations (NSW Department of Aboriginal Affairs 2004). She has also donated fees received for presenting lectures to various causes, such as the Gujarat earthquake relief organizations (Barasamian 2001).

However, Roy’s major symbolic capital lies in her fame, renown and ‘celebrity’ as an author, in the sense of ‘speaking truth to power’ in Noam Chomsky’s terms not only in her own country but also overseas. As Graham Turner (2004) points out, celebrities must develop a strategy for building and maintaining audience loyalty by forging and safeguarding a symbiotic relationship with the media:
Celebrity […] is a genre of representation and a discursive effect; it is a commodity traded by promotions, publicity, and media industries that produce these representations and their effects; and it is a cultural formation that has a social function we can better understand. (Turner 2004: 9)
In Roy’s case, this relationship is ambivalent. Despite her numerous awards, much of the media coverage Roy receives in India is negative; her opponents’ characterization of her as naïve, simplistic and anti-Indian is given much publicity (Guha 2000; Parashar 2009).

Max Boykoff, Mike Goodman and Jo Littler (2010), writing about celebrities working for environmental causes, ask what we should make of these interventions of privileged and over-exposed people speaking for the poor and disenfranchised? Is such intervention effective? Is celebrity ‘currency of a kind’ as rock singer Bono describes it? Does deploying celebrity really raise awareness of the issues concerned, or does it hijack the subject, obscuring complex political issues?

Boykoff, Goodman and Littler (2010: 4) term such celebrity activity as ‘conspicuous redemption’ and assert that celebrities now form part of the ‘non nation-state actors’ who have increasing influence on various global events. Such high-profile celebrities connect the formal spaces of activist causes and politics operating at multiple scales to those of the spaces of ‘everyday’ local and global cultures. Other scholars such as Dan Brockington (2009) have commented that celebrity alone does not guarantee success for a cause because the relationships between celebrity, audience and real change are complex. Celebrity endorsement of causes involve the audience in a vicarious involvement; many crucial causes require more vigorous activism and specifically targeted actions at key decision makers (politicians, policy makers, company boards and so on) (Brockington 2009).

In the case of Arundhati Roy, there is no question that her championship of causes has foregrounded them locally in India and, more importantly, in the global arena. However, the effectiveness of her presence and activism in support of various issues has been questioned for displaying naiveté and lack of analytical rigour (Guha 2000; Parashar 2009). In addition, Roy has been criticized for her apparent reluctance to enter into conversations with scholars and activists who disagree with her opinions, including scholars and activists who share progressive political views. For example, in an interview in the journal Frontline, Roy responds to historian Ramachandra Guha’s criticisms of the ‘one-sided’ nature of her social activism by ignoring the key issues and saying:
He’s become like a stalker who shows up at my doorstep every other Sunday. Some days he comes alone. Some days he brings his friends and family, they all chant and stamp ... It’s an angry little cottage industry that seems to have sprung up around me. Like a bunch of keening god-squadders, they link hands to keep their courage up and egg each other on – Aunt Slushy the novelist who’s hated me for years, Uncle Defence Ministry who loves big dams, Little Miss Muffet who thinks I should watch my mouth. Actually, I’ve grown quite fond of them and I’ll miss them when they’re gone. (‘Arundhati Roy has become a joke’ 2010).

Some of the language used in these critiques, specifically ‘shrill’ and ‘hysterical’, have gendered overtones. Such terms are frequently used to trivialize women’s voices and actions, imputing emotion and affect as their motivation rather than reason. In spite of this, such criticisms raise important questions about the role and impact of celebrity activists and, consequently, the next section discusses three of the causes that Roy has supported in India, and the nature of criticisms of her support for those causes.

Arundhati Roy against the state: critiques and comments

Arundhati Roy published her first essay on the Sardar Sarovar dam slated for the Narmada River in Outlook and Frontline magazines in May 1999. This dam, perhaps India’s most controversial one, was first envisaged in the 1940s by the country’s first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru and eventually inaugurated in 1979. It involves the construction of some 3,200 small, medium and large dams on the Narmada River. Those in favour of the dam claim that it will supply water to 30 million people and irrigation to provide food for another 20 million (Sardar Sarovar Narmada Nigam Limited). The anti-dam movement, Narmada Bachao Andolan (Save the Narmada) headed by Medha Patkar, claims that the dams will displace more than 200,000 people, submerge forest farmland, disrupt downstream fisheries, and, in other ways, destroy the fragile ecology of the region. In what was seen as a major victory for the anti-dam activists, the World Bank withdrew from the Narmada project in 1993 (‘Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA) forces end of World Bank funding of Sardar Sarovar dam, India, 1985–1993’).

This essay was one of Roy’s first critiques of the Indian state and she bitterly opposed the Nehruvian paradigm of development through heavy industrialization. Nehru, the first Prime Minister of independent India, is famous for saying that dams were modern India’s temples (‘Jawaharlal Nehru (1889–1964): Architect of India’s modern temples’ 2003). Roy, in contrast, subscribes to the arguments mounted by the Narmada Bachao Andolan, especially those against the submerging of villages and the displacement of large numbers of poor people. According to her, ‘Big Dams are to a Nation’s “Development” what Nuclear Bombs are to its Military Arsenal’ (Roy 1999, capitals in original). Roy’s article ended with this evocative paragraph, exhorting her audience to join a protest against the submerging of villages:
This July will bring the last monsoon of the Twentieth Century. The ragged army in the Narmada Valley has declared that it will not move when the waters of the Sardar Sarovar reservoir rise to claim its lands and homes. Whether you love the dam or hate it, whether you want it or you don’t, it is in the fitness of things that you understand the price that’s being paid for it. That you have the courage to watch while the dues are cleared and the books are squared.

Our dues. Our books. Not theirs.

Be there. (Roy 1999)

In response to this and other pieces written by Roy, Ramachandra Guha (2000), an environmental historian, made a particularly blistering attack on Roy in the newspaper, The Hindu, in 2000. In this, he pointed out that the Narmada Bachao Andolan was only one in a series of social movements against large dams and that, in the 1950s and 1960s, many dams that displaced villagers were built in the name of ‘national interest’ without much protest. Popular struggles against those displaced by dams began in the 1970s inspired by the work of scholars such as Nirmal Sengupta in the Economic and Political Weekly in 1985, which made a strong case for the continuing relevance of indigenous methods of water harvesting (Guha 2000).

According to Guha (2000), the Narmada Bachao Andolan was an effective and vigorous mass popular movement through the 1980s and 1990s, with an exemplary leader (Medha Patkar) and a devoted cadre of workers that included adivasis (tribal populations) and peasant farmers as well as students and professionals from the cities. The relative success of the movement was interrupted when the pro-liberalization press turned savagely on the leadership of the Narmada Bachao Andolan movement for hindering the development and growth that would produce jobs and increase basic incomes. Roy’s involvement came when the movement needed a champion with a reputation.

Guha (2000) acknowledges Roy’s ‘courage and commitment’, but contends that her advocacy is hyperbolic and self-indulgent, high in emotion and low in analysis, speaking only to the converted. In his words: ‘Ms. Roy’s tendency to exaggerate and simplify, her Manichean view of the world, and her shrill hectoring tone, have given a bad name to environmental analysis’ (Guha 2000). Writing about the people displaced by the big dams, for instance, Roy says: ‘True, they’re not being annihilated or taken to gas chambers, but I can warrant that the quality of their accommodation is worse than in any concentration camp of the Third Reich’ (Roy 1999). A hyperbolic statement such as this negates much of her justified criticism of the impact of the dam on contiguous villages.

Gail Omvedt (1999), another scholar of modern India, wrote in an open letter to Roy that farmers needed both power and water for agriculture. As Omvedt (199) says of the farmers: ‘Their refusal to be victims of development does not mean an opposition to development; they would like a share in it; they would like it to be just and sustainable’. Omvedt adds that the role of NGOs who worked for the acceptance of the principle that those losing their land in the catchment area of dams should get alternative land in the command area and a share of the water of the dam is lost in the blanket no-dam campaign which is not representative of all stakeholders in the area.

Omvedt and Guha’s critique of Roy incorporate the issue of representation of the dispossessed. They contend that the celebrity of Roy highlights a particular point of view, one side of the argument, a romanticized anti-development attitude which does not necessarily lift people out of poverty. Omvedt (1999) remarks that the wages for agricultural and basic manual labour have not changed in real terms for millennia.

Guha himself was an opponent of big dams but he pointed out that the demonization of technology or the comparison of dams to nuclear weapons was unhelpful. It also belittled the work of those attempting compromise, a reduction of submergence of villages while allowing the construction of ‘overflow’ canals to the water-scarce areas, thus minimizing human suffering without the waste of money already spent on the project. He quotes a progressive legal scholar as saying that Roy’s criticism of Supreme Court judges who were hearing a petition brought by the Narmada Bachao Andolan was careless and irresponsible and that the movement should distance itself from her (Guha 2000).

This criticism of Roy as particularly monocular in her views and often tone deaf to other views was reiterated by many critics during the terrorist attacks on Mumbai on 26 November 2008. These attacks consisted of twelve coordinated shooting and bombing incidents across Mumbai by members of the Pakistani Islamist group Laskar-e-Taiba, aided according to Ajmal Kasab, the only attacker who survived, by the ISI (Inter-Services Intelligence), Pakistan’s premier intelligence service. These attacks, which drew widespread global condemnation, killed 164 people and wounded at least 308.

In an article in The Guardian, Roy (2008) argued that these attacks should be understood in the context of wider issues in the region’s history and society, such as widespread poverty, the partition of the subcontinent, the 2002 atrocities against Muslim communities in Gujarat, and the ongoing conflict in Kashmir.2 The article seemed to imply that it was understandable for a group of terrorists to carry out violent attacks because of the state’s policies and injustices. Though Roy stated that she believed ‘nothing can justify terrorism’, the article sought to present the viewpoints of the attackers and was curiously silent about the victims of the attacks. Writing in The Indian Express, Tavleen Singh (2008) called Roy’s comments ‘the latest of her series of hysterical diatribes against India and all things Indian’.

One of Roy’s most notorious forays into the realm of public intellectual championing of unpopular causes was an account of her journey with Maoists in the central Indian region of Chattisgarh, described in ‘Walking with the Comrades’ published in 2010 (Roy 2010a). The Communist Party of India (Maoist) is a far left political party in India which aims to overthrow the government of India through Mao Zedong’s concept of ‘people’s war’. They are active in the forest belt around central India in states such as Chattisgarh and are often referred to as Naxals or Naxalites in reference to the Naxalbari uprising led by radical Maoists in West Bengal in 1967 (Ramana 2011).

Roy’s article makes it clear that the insurgents themselves understood the power of celebrity in both publicizing and aiding their goals. The method of contact, the mode of communication that Roy describes could come straight out of a spy film:
The terse, typewritten note slipped under my door in a sealed envelope confirmed my appointment with India’s Gravest Internal Security Threat. I’d been waiting for months to hear from them. I had to be at the Ma Danteshwari mandir in Dantewada, Chhattisgarh, at any of four given times on two given days. That was to take care of bad weather, punctures, blockades, transport strikes and sheer bad luck. The note said: ‘Writer should have camera, tika and coconut. Meeter will have cap, Hindi Outlook magazine and bananas. Password: Namashkar Guruji’. (Roy 2010a)
After accompanying Maoist radicals in their daily activities, Roy (2010a) stated that the Indian Government has ‘abdicated its responsibility to the people and launched the offensive against Naxals to aid the corporations with whom it has signed Memorandums of Understanding’.

Roy’s description of the Maoists as ‘Gandhians with a gun’ and ‘patriots of a kind’, who are fighting to implement the Constitution, while the government is violating it, has alarmed scholars (Roy 2010b). Swati Parashar (2009) of the South Asia Analytical Group comments:
Her doomsday predictions, her vehement and almost rhetorical rejection of the state and her constant demonizing of the state, her uncritical endorsement of non-state actors and their violent politics, and absolving the people of any responsibility [that] point out some of the dangers of a social conscience unfettered by research. (Parashar 2009)

Parashar (2009) points out that Roy’s analyses of the Maoist insurgency hold merit. The rising gap between rich and poor, severe class and caste injustices, violence against women, adivasis and low caste people, the retreat of the state from all welfare and the ruthless advance of the capitalist free market have led to dispossession, immiseration and oppression. In fact, a Government of India (2008) Planning Commission report entitled Development Challenges in Extremist Affected Areas identified the underlying causes of this militant insurgency as ‘deprivation, inequality, failure of the state to ensure all segments of society are able to enjoy their basic entitlements and needs, safeguarded by the Constitution and other legislation’. The Commission’s recommendations were that programmes should be implemented which would have a strong impact on the factors that created these inequities and that ‘new initiatives and experiments should be undertaken that can change the system of failure and frustration that dominates and weakens our society’ (Government of India 2008: 91).

Most scholars agree that, since economic liberalization in 1991, India’s political economy has taken a new direction, but failed to include India’s numerous excluded groups. Tribal land, mineral and resource rich, has been sold to corporations at the same time as much-needed services dwindled (see Dreze and Sen 2013). The popularity of Maoism was a natural consequence which promises to provide results in a more direct, immediate and localized manner (Chatterjee 2012).

Scholars such as Devyani Srivastava (n.d.) have agreed with this analysis, pointing out that, since 1991, India has experienced huge economic growth with a 100 per cent increase in per capita income that has not trickled down to the 200 million people still living below the poverty line. The burgeoning of a hyper consumerist urban culture where shopping malls are built on land acquired by corruption and slum clearances demonstrates the increasing inequity, economic imperialism, government neglect and unchecked corruption. It is not surprising that, in the context of various scams in which politicians make millions and bureaucrats collaborate with corporations to dispossess tribals of their land, these tribals turn to the Maoists for succor and justice. 

However, the Maoist insurgency is underscored by the use of violence against ordinary populations who do not support or join them, the large scale destruction of infrastructure (schools, railway lines and other public utility goods), and extortions from the businesses, kidnappings and summary trial and execution of alleged ‘informers’. Dilip Simeon (2010), for example, lists the number of civilian casualties in his article ‘Permanent Spring’:
On 15 August 2004, the CPI-Maoist shot nine persons in Andhra Pradesh, including a legislator, his son, driver and an employee. On 12 September 2005, its cadre slit the throats of 17 villagers in Giridih. In March 2006, 13 tribals were killed and four injured in a mine blast. The Maoists apologized stating that it was due to a failure in their intelligence. (Simeon 2010)

Roy’s use of her intellectual celebrity seldom questions whether anti-state resistance must involve violence that increases people’s sufferings. She also ignores other crucial issues, such as the source of the resources and weapons available to the Maoists. There is some evidence to show that foreign intelligence agencies may be supplying sophisticated weapons and training to the Maoists in India (Sharma 2012). And given the amounts of money involved in the supply chain of weapons, the question must be asked as to why is a portion of this money not used to address the starvation and poverty of the people that the Maoists claim to protect? The break-down of society in the remote areas where the insurgencies occur prevent normal activities such as farming and agriculture. Roy’s championing of the poor and the dispossessed do not appear to include the people that Simeon discusses below:
On 25 February 2006, 25 tribals were killed and 40 injured in a mine triggered by the CPI (Maoist) in Errabore, Dantewada. In July 2006, the CPI (Maoist) attacked a relief camp in the same place, killing 30 tribals, including children. A party spokesperson referred to the children’s death as an ‘unnecessary loss’. But he continued: ‘No people’s war can be so clinical so as to have no civilian casualty. It is very tortuous and painful, just as the daily life of the bulk of our population is no less agonizing’. (Simeon 2010)

Simeon (2010) argues persuasively that the Maoists have seldom confronted communalism in India which is one of the major causes of violence against ordinary people3 and that ‘people’s armies’ ultimately become absorbed into the perpetuation of militarism. Suman Banerjee wrote in the November 1, 2003
issue of the Economic and Political Weekly that the Naxalites were "inert" during the past decade in fighting communalism though the Milli Gazette recorded a meeting between Naxalite and Muslim leaders in Andhra Pradesh in 2004 (Khan, 2004). Roy on the other hand seldom reflects on the question of violence and its ramifications on the people who suffer or inflict it. In a CNN IBN interview, she says that ‘my fear is that because of this economic interest the government and establishment actually needs a war. It needs to militarize. For that it needs an enemy … you have an army of very poor people being faced down by an army of rich that are corporate-backed’ (‘What Muslims were to BJP, Maoists are to congress: Arundhati Roy’ 2009). This is counter-intuitive; such insurgencies tie up state resources and reduce profits, especially for those corporations who are involved in extracting the natural resource of the areas where such insurgencies operate. The army and police presence required to pacify such regions is massive and, as Parashar points out (2009), even for a ‘militarized’ state it is illogical to promote an intra state insurgency that undermines its legitimacy.

The Maoist’s attacks on infrastructure in particular, such as destroying railway tracks, setting railway wagons and stations and public transport buses on fire, and destroying the telecom towers of state-run and private telephone networks, challenge the authority of the state, but more crucially dictate the terms of people’s daily lives in Maoist strongholds, and deny facilities and development to those living in the vicinity of the attacks (Ramana 2011: 37). In many cases, the Maoists have better weapons and equipment as well as intelligence than the police and paramilitary forces in India. Most of the police force in India are poorly paid and trained and often unwilling to work in insurgent areas. Many of those killed are not middle class or comfortably situated but young and poor men who are not the privileged agents of the state that Roy describes. The beheading of Francis Induwar in 2009 is an example of a Maoist assassination of an ordinary policeman, the only earning member of his family, rather than a wealthy powerful class enemy (Mahapatra 2009). Roy remained silent on the death of Induwar while protesting the arrests of Maoist leaders and ideologues like Kobad Ghandy and Chhatradhar Mahato (‘Naxalites behead cop Taliban style’ 2013).





An anti-establishment stance is, in some ways, a logical one for a celebrity of Arundhati Roy’s stature. Since the publication of Roy’s immensely popular novel, her reputation has been built on her polemical writing. During the second Gulf War and the Allied invasion of Iraq, these pieces were inspirational and revolutionary (Roy 2002, 2003, 2004a). However, Roy’s oppositional and contrarian stance now reflects a kind of tunnel vision where the state has no role except that of oppressor and all insurgents are always justified in their actions. Victimhood is used to justify violence but only in the case of anti-state resistance. Her articles in The Guardian on the Mumbai attacks in 2008 imply that it is justified for foreign nationals to commit brutal acts of terror within another state because of its treatment of minorities. This is exactly the kind of U.S. interventions in the Middle East that she has rightly condemned (Roy 2008). The Muslim community in Mumbai implicitly rejected this view, and initially refused to bury the Mumbai attackers in their cemetery. One of their spokespersons said ‘People who committed this heinous crime cannot be called Muslim’ (Friedman 2009).

Causes for justice have always had their armed manifestations, whether in the independence struggles, resistance to social oppression or rights based movements. However, it is more difficult for these movements to identify the moment when violence outlives its purpose. The Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelan (LTTE) in Sri Lanka is a case in point. Having refused all negotiated settlements, it was eventually wiped out by the Sri Lankan Government in 2009 (‘Sri Lanka’s Tamil Tigers “defeated’” 2009). Deaths of civilians in such cases are collateral damage, made essential by history, what Albert Camus (1981: 130) termed ‘rational murder’.

In this context, other progressive scholars, such as Nandini Sundar (2011), who have spent years studying the Maoist movements in India, point out that the Indian state has an ethical and moral responsibility to provide justice to its most underprivileged, such as its tribal populations. They should be accorded dignity and respect. Sundar writes bitterly about the lack of appreciation for tribal lifestyles, the labeling of tribals as ‘pre-political’ people who merely need food and jobs to be happy while insurgents in Kashmir are offered political solutions. She quotes the U.S. journalist I.F. Stone about American military views of Vietcong guerrillas: ‘What rarely comes through to them are the injured racial feelings, the misery, the rankling slights, the hatred, the devotion, the inspiration and the desperation’. Sundar (2011) calls for simple yet often elusive correctives: apologize to tribal communities for how the country has treated them, and take a genuine interest in helping them provide for their basic needs.

Celebrity endorsement of social movements is therefore always a double edged sword. It can attract media attention where otherwise the cause is absent in the public sphere. It may also bring adherents who were previously ignorant or uninspired.

However, the media focus is generally soon diverted to the celebrity and the cause often becomes lost in hyperbole and polemic. Such oppositional, often didactic, highly aestheticized forms of expression hamper progressive discourse or the search for alternatives. Guha (2000) quotes Roy as saying: ‘When NATO bombed Yugoslavia, a tiger in the Belgrade Zoo got so terrified that it started eating its own limbs. The people of the Narmada Valley will soon start eating their own limbs’ (Guha 2000). These trenchant critiques of the state ignore the fact that in democracies, with nascent civil societies, the state is often the only recourse for ordinary people. This is why non-state groups like the Maoists and the LTTE have run mini states in their areas of influence. People make up and are imbricated in the state; they do not exist outside of it.





1 Roy’s many awards include: the Lannan Foundation’s Cultural Freedom Award in 2002; ‘Special recognition’ as a Woman of Peace at the Global Exchange Human Rights Awards in San Francisco in 2003; the Sydney Peace Prize in 2004; the Sahitya Akademi Award, a national award from India’s Academy of Letters, which she declined to accept, in 2006; and the Norman Mailer Prize for Distinguished Writing in 2011.

2 The violence in Gujarat started on 27 February 2002, when a train carrying Hindu pilgrims caught fire, killing 59 people. In a retaliatory spree by Hindu mobs, nearly 2,000 people, mostly Muslims were slaughtered, tens of thousands were displaced, and countless Muslim homes were destroyed. Kashmir is a territory in the north of the Indian sub-continent which is in current dispute between India and Pakistan. There is a strong Indian army presence in this area to contain various insurgencies, protest movements and the hostile border with Pakistan. The Army has been accused of atrocities against citizens.
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